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Juniors
Heat 1
Alessandro Smith on pole
position for Heat 1 Brandon
Lloyd and Oliver Flexen just
behind. Jordan Cain
th
managed to jump from 5 to
nd
2 in the first lap of racing

then went on to take the race
lead on lap 2 being the only
driver setting 33s lap-times.
On lap 3, red flags were
called for an incident
involving Championship

Leader Nathan Murphy, the
damaged kart was replaced
and racing re-commenced.
Jordan took the race win
ahead of Brandon Lloyd and
Nathan Smith.

Nathan Smith struggled as
he dropped behind Alex
Bomberg and Brandon Lloyd
th
into 4 position. Jordan took
an easy race win 9 seconds
ahead of Alex who was a

further 3 seconds ahead of
Brandon.

hold off the pack to take the
heat win. Thomas finished a
nd
close 2 and had numerous
looks at an overtake but
couldn’t make any stick.
Nathan Murphy came

through from 5 position to
rd
take 3 position while Jordan
th
struggled after starting 10 .

was Alex and Thomas who
lost out as a result of this
th
th
dropping to 4 and 5
respectively. Oliver Flexen
had a good race making his

way into 6 by the chequered
th
flag after starting 8 on the
grid.

pulling away from Nathan
and Thomas, on lap 8 he set
a new lap record of 32.986
seconds. He then continued
to go faster when on lap 14
of 15 he set a lap-time of
32.913 seconds. New

outright lap record! Jordan
took the final win ahead of
Nathan and Thomas.

Heat 2
Jordan Cain on pole position
ahead of Nathan Smith and
Alex Bomberg. Lights to flag
win for Jordan Cain as he
gets ever closer to his
personal best lap-times,

Heat 3
James Brown and Thomas
Oxley made up the front row
of the grid, Oliver Flexen and
nd
Seb Duesbury on the 2
row. A very strong race from
James as he managed to

th

Heat 4
Championship Leader
Nathan Murphy on pole for
the final heat. Jordan again
made a good start moving up
rd
into 3 position by lap 5. It

th

The Final
Jordan Cain put himself on
pole position after some
strong results in the heats,
Nathan Murphy and Thomas
nd
rd
Oxley 2 and 3 . Jordan got
a good start and immediately
started to pull away. Nathan
and Thomas stayed in
position as the race was
heating up behind them. Seb
Duesbury struggled and
dropped back behind James,
Oliver, Nathan Smith and
th
Alex down into 8 position.
Brandon also dropped down
th
into 9 in the opening laps.
Back at the front Jordan was
really getting his head down

Nathan Murphy took the
Championship win ahead of
Thomas Oxley and Jordan
rd
Cain finished in 3 position .

